Do stocks scare you?

- Are you interested in the stock market?
- Too much to take in?
- You've no idea what you're doing?
- You're indecisive?
- Bad at monetary decisions?
- **Enter the Runner Trader!**
- Our platform provides simple, easy to follow information, palatable for the average person.

The Runner Trader

Nowadays, stock trading is easier than ever for the average person to get into. However, most people are hesitant to trade because of their lack of understanding of the market. Enter the Runner Trader! Our platform provides simple, easy to follow information, palatable for the average person. Just let our algorithmic application do the trading for you.

Project Features

- Gather analytical recommendations to make better decisions for stock trading
- Choose between strategies using technical indicators to apply to your series of stocks
- Use Algorithmic trading to take out emotional biases
- Apply strategy to historical data
- View user transaction history

Implementation


Technology

- For this project, we used a MEAN stack to handle the front-end/back-end connection.
- Trading algorithm developed using Python.

Conclusion

- We are happy to provide an easy-to-use platform for users to begin trading stocks
- Expose users to technical analysis, so they are familiar with trends that occur in the market.

Future Improvements

- Plot trade history against a market index
- In addition, we would like to give the user to trade with other brokerages that allow API based trading (Robinhood, Fidelity, etc)
- Add functionality to allow the user to trade Cryptocurrency.